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WITNESS STATEMENT 

OFFICIAL - SENSITIVE 

At that time I was asleep in bed when I was woken by the noise of shouting in the 
street.  My house faces on to the junction of Hendry Road and Hayfield Road and my 
bedroom is at the front of the house, facing Hendry Road.  At that time I could not tell 
where the raised voices were coming from. 

There is a pub across the road from me, "Gallachers", so it is not unusual to hear 
shouting in the street in the early hours. 

When I was awakened I remember looking round at the clock and seeing that it was 
quarter past seven.  I did not get out of bed to look out of the window. 

I remember hearing someone shout out "don't move".  This was definitely a male 
voice.  Seconds later I heard someone shout "lie still".   Again this was a male voice 
but I cannot be sure whether or not it was the same male voice. 

At that point, being used to shouting with the pub across the road, I just turned over 
and went back to sleep. 

I have been asked if I heard a females voice at any time during these raised voices, 
but I did not.  There were other phrases that I heard that contained curse words, but I 
am unable to state what was said. 

At no time did I actually see anyone in the street as I did not look.  I was unaware 
that any police officers were in the street.  I have no CCTV. 

This is a true and accurate account. 

Signed : (Witness) 

 ........................................ 
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CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL - NOT TO BE DISCLOSED 

Surname :  ROUGVIE  Forenames: Walter  
Alias/known as :   

Place of birth : Age :  over 18 

Telephone :    
Home address : 

Post code :  

Telephone :   
Business address :  

Post Code :     

Mobile : 
Email :  
Fax/Pager :  
Other :   

Dates when unavailable in next 12 months : 

Other Confidential Material : 

Wa ter Rougv e address at Hayf e d 
Road




